Test your knowledge
MADE OF RENEWABLE WOOD?
Lots and lots of things are made from wood. How many things can you identify by solving these
anagrams? There are clues below if you need them, but they’re not in the same order!

purescult
kingdec

nicpic-balet

tronf-rood
cetrick-tab
incfeng

pinchpog-drabo

eturpic-emarf
ginapgack

nedgar-desh

spudocrab

velsesh
oflingor

ginwrit-prape

dargen-chenb

Wood is a great example of a renewable resource, if managed with
consideration for people, wildlife and the environment. The Forest
Stewardship Council (the FSC) has created guidelines about replanting
trees and respecting biodiversity. For more information why not visit
their website? www.fsc-uk.org
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Families might have an outdoor meal on this. (2 words)
You could hit a six with this. (2 words)
Often used to hang a painting. (2 words)
You may be standing on this.
Good for kitchen storage.
A place to sit in the sun? (2 words)
Most houses have one. (2 words)
An artist may have carved this.
It may surround a garden.
You could slice vegetables on this. (2 words)
People may store tools in this. (2 words)
You could store books (or dust!) on these.
Can be used to make a patio.
Made from wood pulp, good for scribbling on. (2 words)
Used to wrap and protect items. (including food)

Answers
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picnic-table... nicpic-balet
cricket-bat...
picture-frame... eturpic-emarf
flooring… oflingor
cupboards… spudocrab
garden-bench... dargen-chenb
front-door... tronf-rood
sculpture... purescult
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fencing... incfeng
chopping-board... pinchpog-drabo
garden-shed... nedgar-desh
shelves... velsesh
decking... kingdec
writing-paper... ginwrit-prape
packaging... ginapgack

Finished?

Why not make up some anagrams of your own on
the back of this sheet? Think up some good clues
for them too and test them out on your friends.
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